
Wait! Fruit May Not Be Vegan. . . .

Fruit itself is obviously inherently Vegan,

but what about the chemicals added to

make it shiny on shelves? That may be

insect juice….

PALM BEACH, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, April 11, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Wait, all fruits at

the supermarket may not be Vegan!

Recently a customer at Tesco found

herself shocked when she saw that the

oranges, mandarins and satsumas

were labeled non-vegan. The fruit itself

is obviously inherently Vegan, but what

about the chemicals added to make it shiny on shelves? That’s insect juice….

In some cases, pesticides like Imazalil and E904 are used to protect the fruit, and make it grow

and look better. However, the wax on this chemical is made from shellac, a resin derived from
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the lac bug. In the EU, this chemical is banned, but outside

of that it is not always applicable. That means thinking

carefully when ordering that shiny lemon to drop for

water, or that pretty apple to bite into! 

While most fruits are safe to buy and inherently Vegan, the

consumer is quite unaware of these unnecessary additives,

and they have the right to know about them. In general,

there is limited governmental regulation for Vegan

labeling, which easily misleads and tricks the consumer. While there is regulation for consumer

protection laws to prevent misleading information on labels, the scope of those laws fall short at

Vegan protection. Basically, any brand owner can self-certify themselves with a Vegan trademark,

causing label credibility and true verification concerns. 

One of the ways to be completely reassured is by choosing brands with a trustworthy Vegan

label – like BeVeg. BeVeg, is the world’s leading Vegan certification standard, and the only one

with international accreditation through ISO 17065 and recognized in accordance with 17067.

BeVeg Vegan Certified means the product is Vegan, and keeps the supply chain accountable,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.dailypost.co.uk/whats-on/shopping/tesco-fruit-labelled-non-vegan-23296674
https://www.beveg.com/get-vegan-certified-3/


requiring full transparency or process, audits, testing, and ingredient disclosure. 

BeVeg is on a mission to protect the consumer and make life of the plant-based consumer

easier, honest, and stress-free. While the Tesco incident is a rare one, and though the consumer

need not obsess over shiny fruit and the origin of its shine, it does highlight the problem around

Vegan labeling laws and teaches us not to make an assumption that anything is Vegan without

the proper certified Vegan trademark. Check out BeVeg, the world’s leading and only accredited

Vegan trademark and standard. www.beveg.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/567897892

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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